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MOVEMENT PREPARATION

      INTRODUCTION

Warm-ups. Who really has time to write 
each client a specific warm-up? Surely we 
can just make it up as we go? Maybe. 

As trainers ourselves we understand 
that you’re busy individuals and the time 
required to write a specific warm-up 
for each client can seem laborious and 
inefficient. But what if you could write 
a session or client specific warm-up 
in minutes? Thus saving you time and 
providing your clients with an even better 
quality of service. At LTB we have tried 
to solve this problem with the latest 
installment of our essentials series, 
Movement Preparation.

At LTB we have done away with the 
commonly used term “warm-up” and 
replaced it with what we believe to be
 the more appropriate label of  
“movement preparation”.

Whilst some may argue it is merely 
semantics, we feel that the term, 
movement preparation, helps clients to 
dispel the commonly held misconception 
that simply raising the body temperature 
or haphazardly lifting a light weight in the 
minutes prior to exercise will be sufficient 
preparation for exercise.

With movement preparation the       
pre-exercise period now becomes a 
transition from a sedentary state to that 
of one primed for exercise.

The R-MAP4 protocol, whilst 
potentially sounding fancy, is a system 
we have found to help prepare clients 
in a structured, scalable and, most 
importantly, client-defined manner. As 
always there is nothing new under the sun 
and we have adapted our system from 
the works of Ian Jeffreys (RAMP protocol), 
Andy McKenzie (WRAPS), Will Levy and 
Tom Crudington of Body Development 
Nick Tuminello, Eric Cressy and more.

The R-MAP4 is broken down into 4  phases 
with each one designed to build on the 
previous, preparing the client in a time 
efficient manner.

R - RAISE 
M - MOBILISE 
A - ACTIVATE
Client and session dependent one of the 
following phases may then be selected.

P1 - PRIME (POWER)
P2 - PLAY
P3 - PATTERNS 
P4 - PRIORITY
Not only are we going to teach you the 
system, we are going to provide you 
with an extensive coaching library for 
each of the phases and a downloadable 
movement preparation builder, allowing 
you to create individualised R-MAP4 
protocols for each of your clients in 
minutes.

Movement prep should ordinarily last 
no longer than 10 minutes. However with 
novice clients, those with a low work 
capacity or severe mobility restrictions, 
this element of the session can be 
extended to upwards of 40 minutes. 
The movement preparation essentially 
becomes their session. On the flipside we 
appreciate that you can sometimes be 
pushed for time so we will also provide 
you some simple ways the system can be 
adapted when time is of the essence.

R-MAP4 - A SYSTEM FOR  
MOVEMENT PREPARATION
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MOVEMENT PREPARATION

      INTRODUCTION

R - RAISE 
These are low level drills designed to raise the clients’ heart rate, 
body temperature, concentration and awareness. This can be 
as simple as time spent running a few light shuttles, rowing or 
any other cardiovascular machine for that matter.  Even some 
light full-body exercises. The modality is somewhat irrelevant 
as we look to recalibrate the clients focus away from the stress 
and hassle of the world outside and onto their breathing and 
ultimately their body.

With highly stressed clients we may consider extending this 
period of the movement prep, focusing a little more on breathing 
and allowing them to clear their heads prior to commencing the 
main portion of the session.

M - MOBILISE 
The mobilisation phase looks to initiate the preparation of the 
joints and surrounding musculature with a two-pronged approach: 

1. Isolated Mobility

Isolated mobility is normally concentrated on a single joint 
and performed over a smaller range of motion. The exercises can 
be chosen with specific client limitations in mind or they may be 
specific to the session the client is about to undertake.  More often 
than not most general population clients will be restricted in their 
thoracic spine, hips, ankles and shoulders.

Choose 2-4 isolated mobility drills and perform them in a 
circuit like fashion with no rest between exercises. The client 
should still be working hard enough to not let their body 
temperature drop. 

Remember mobility work should not be painful, we are simply 
trying to work the muscles through the client defined range of 
motion. This is active not passive ROM.

On a side note, isolated mobility drills can also be 
implemented outside of movement prep as “fillers” in between 
work sets or as homework for the client. Both allow an increased 
volume and frequency of exposure to the mobility drills, thus 
ordinarily increasing the rate of progress. With the isolated 
mobility completed we move onto the integrated mobility.

2. Intergrated Mobility

As the name implies this phase is a chance to start integrating 
mobility within full body movements and starts to blur the lines 
between preparation and the main session.

Whilst we are not looking to load these movements with 
much more than bodyweight, they provide a great opportunity 
to improve your clients’ movement vocabulary with the use of 
planned movement variability. As with the isolated mobility pick 
2-3 integrated drills that are session specific. 

Alternatively these drills can be placed together back to 
back as low level conditioning work. A typical example may be 5 
exercises all performed for a minute followed by a minutes rest at 
the end of the set. Performing 2-5 sets is a great way to improve 
work capacity and mobility simultaneously. 

A - ACTIVATE
Contrary to it’s popular use in the fitness realm, in the activation 
phase we do  not look to “fix” imbalances or “switch on “ inhibited 
muscles. It’s simply a chance to help build the mind muscle 
connection, provide some prehabilitation volume and prepare 
some of the under utilised muscle, typically in the hip and 
shoulder girdle, in a time efficient manner.

Activation work of this manner helps to improve some of the 
weakest and often forgotten links in our client’s movement chain. 
As they say what gets done first, gets done!

Exercises include your typical prehab work such as band 
walks, clamshells, rotator cuff and scapular retractor work. Often 
focusing on joint stability.

The exercises themselves will be dependant on the needs 
of the client and the session they are undertaking. Typically 2-3 
exercises will be performed back to back for 1-3 sets.

R-MAP4 - A SYSTEM FOR MOVEMENT PREPARATION
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MOVEMENT PREPARATION

      INTRODUCTION

P1 - PRIME (POWER)
The prime section is made up of explosive movements namely 
jumping and throwing and can be implemented for two  
distinct reasons:

1.  It provides much needed and often under-utilised power 
work for lower level clients. Power or rate of force development 
work is often absent from many general population plans, despite 
its positive impacts on retaining function as we age.  This short 
series of explosive movements can go a long way in filling this gap 
in most general population plans.

2. Priming, or post activation potentiation to give it’s correct 
term, is fast explosive movements used to “prime” the nervous 
system for subsequent efforts, helping to improve performance. 

These exercises should be performed in a non fatigued state 
and kept to a short series of 3-5 repetitions in order to achieve the 
highest rate of power output.

P2 - PLAY
It does exactly as it says on the tin. As adults many of us lose an 
element of play in our lives so mini movement based challenges 
can be a great way to bring that element back whilst promoting 
team cohesion if performed in a semi-private or group environment.

P3 - PATTERNS
This is an opportunity to gain and engrain good movement 
patterns under low load and low fatigue conditions, ideal for 
learning new skills. These patterns include crawls, lunges, squats, 
hip hinges, handstands, glute bridges and more. View this section 
as a time to practice and refine new skills.

When planned well, they can be used to prime movements not 
only in the session but in the upcoming mesocycle.

Acquiring these new movement patterns, or improving your 
clients movement vocabulary, goes a long way to providing 
greater movement variability, as we now have a greater number 
of options to choose from when programming for the client.

P4 - PRIORITY
This is time to get some quality work done for your client’s 
number one priority. This could be grip or pulling work for a client 
looking to gain their first pull-up or straight arm strength and core 
work for a client working towards consistent push-ups.

Whatever the client’s goal the option of implementing a 
“priority” phase can drastically increase the frequency of work for 
their number one training goal, improving results and providing a 
chance for individualisation within a group setting.

R-MAP4 - A SYSTEM FOR MOVEMENT PREPARATION
The “P” phase of  the protocol is what provides true flexibility . Dependent on a myriad of factors such 
as the clients goals, mood, energy, session and skill level one of the following four phases is selected:
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MOVEMENT PREPARATION
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
HALF KNEELING ANKLE DF

1. Set up in a half kneeling position with the hips and knees at 90:90

2. Bring the front knee forward until you feel a stretch in the heel

3. Do not allow heel to come off the floor

KNEE BREAK ANKLE MOBILISATION
1. Elevate the toes and ball of the feet by placing them on a small weight plate (increasing the 

dorsiflexion)

2. Break at the knees to dorsiflex

3. Ensure the knees do not roll out or cave in. Cue “knee to toes”

WALL MOBILISATION
1. Set up facing a wall in a split stance with the toes touching the wall

2. Keeping the hips square to the wall bend the front knee trying to drive it towards the wall

3. If needed adjust the position of the front foot so the knee just touches the wall

WALL MOBILISATION
MULTIPLANAR 

1. Set up facing a wall in a split stance with the toes touching the wall

2. Keeping the hips square to the wall bend the front knee trying to drive it towards the wall

3. If needed adjust the position of the front foot so the knee just touches the wall

4. Perform 5 reps driving the knee laterally, 5 reps anteriorly and 5 reps medially

LIFT THE BAR
MOVEMENT PREPARTION 7654321

ANKLE#1

https://vimeo.com/174828517/1f5c6a980c
https://vimeo.com/174827817/76cbf26d01
https://vimeo.com/174828751/ea1beb9467
https://vimeo.com/174828919/41fe8f6dcd
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PREGRESSED ROCKING ANKLE

1. Start in the press-up position with the hands on a box or bench

2. Take one foot off the ground and place the toe onto the heel of the target leg

3. Breaking at the hips move into a downward dog position

4. Rock up and down forcing the heel to the ground and actively raising onto the toes

5. If struggling bring feet closer to the box

ROCKING ANKLE MOBILISATIONS
1. Start in the press-up position

2. Take one foot off the ground and place the toe onto the heel of the target leg

3. Breaking at the hips move into a downward dog position

4. Rock up and down forcing the heel to the ground and actively raising onto the toes

5. If struggling bring  the hands closer to the feet

ALTERNATING ROCKING ANKLE MOBILISATION
1. Set up in a press-up position

2. Breaking at the hips into a downward dog position, whilst keeping the leg straight, drive one heel 
into theground

3. As you raise this heel off the ground drive the other heel into the ground in an alternate fashion

ANKLE CIRCLES - CAR
OPEN OR CLOSED CHAIN

1. Sit with the legs extended

2. Squeeze the quads

3. Draw ever bigger circles with the feet, look for compensations from the knee or hip

LIFT THE BAR
MOVEMENT PREPARTION 7654321

#1 ANKLE
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/174829759/895eb707fd
https://vimeo.com/174829524/9a2833fdf7
https://vimeo.com/174829980/3fbfab5d83
https://vimeo.com/174828293/bcc0b624b1
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LIFT THE BAR
MOVEMENT CONTINUUM 7654321

#1
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
HIP SWINGS

1. These are for the standing ankle not the moving hip 

2. Standing facing a rack or wall for support

3. Draw one leg up to 90:90

4. Soft but straight landing leg as you rotate the hip left to right

5. Repeat for the opposite leg

HIP SWINGS
BENT KNEE

1. These are for the standing ankle not the moving hip 

2. Standing facing a rack or wall for support with a bent leg, short of maximal dorsiflexion

3. Draw one leg up to 90:90

4. Soft but straight landing leg as you rotate the hip left to right

5. Repeat for the opposite leg

ANKLE
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/174829350/9d696499a4
https://vimeo.com/174829050/16b9bd1c5e
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MOVEMENT PREPARATION 
BRIDGES THE GAP BETWEEN 
THE SEDENTARY STATE AND 

THE EXERCISE SESSION
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LIFT THE BAR
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ADDUCTORS
7654321

#2
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SUPINE HIP CIRCLE

1. Lie supine with the feet flat on the floor

2. Anterior core on to maintain a flat back

3. Take one foot off the floor and flex the knee keeping the ankle on the back of the hamstring 

4. Make increasingly bigger circles with the knee “Paint a circle”

SUPINE HIP ABDUCTION
1. Lie supine with the feet flat on the floor

2. Anterior core on to maintain a flat back

3. Take one leg off the floor and extend the knee

4. Externally rotate the femur whilst dropping it down at a 45 degree angle before pulling it back to the  
start position

5. Do not allow the hips to rotate or shift laterally

HALF-KNEELING ADDUCTOR DIP
1. Set up in a 90:90 position with the front leg externally rotated to a 90 degree angle from the body

2. Encourage a “long torso”

3. Straight line from the knees to the head with the hips fully extended

4. Anterior core engaged “ribs pinned to hips”

5. Sink towards the leg which is pointed out at a right angle

6. Make sure you avoid extension of the lumbar spine

QUADRUPED ADDUCTOR STRETCH
ROCKING FROG STRETCH

1. From a quadruped position  slowly move your knees apart from each other until you feel a light 
stretch in the groin

2. Ensure the feet are externally rotated so you grip the floor with the medial foot and knee

3. Maintain a slight arch in the lower back

4. Lightly bring the bum towards the heels to increase the intensity of the stretch

5. Hold for a two count and release

6. Start off very slow and deliberate

7. Remain active throughout

https://vimeo.com/174830886/87c66cedb4
https://vimeo.com/174831064/d877046d58
https://vimeo.com/174792739/1520881d5d
https://vimeo.com/174830310/61b5c98783
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LIFT THE BAR
MOVEMENT PREPARTION

#2 ADDUCTORS
CONTINUED

7654321

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
TABLE ADDUCTOR DIP

1. Place the heel of the target leg onto a table with the weight bearing leg pointing forward

2. As you dip ensure the weight goes onto the heels / hips of the support leg to allow minimal weight 
going through the lengthended adductor

3. Ensure the anterior core is engaged throughout to prevent the back from rounding

4. Stand tall at the end of each rep, activating the glutes at the top 

5. The arms or a 5KG plate can be used as a counter balance

LATERAL SQUAT
1. Start in a wider than shoulder width stance

2. Shift the hips and torso towards the foot, stacking the ankle knee and hip

3. The other leg should remain straight in order to achieve the desired stretch in the adductors

4. Avoid excessive lumbar flexion using the arms as a counterbalance where needed

5. Keeping the weight over the midfoot press back to the start position and repeat on the opposite side

https://vimeo.com/174800683/402c19a0ce
https://vimeo.com/174830501/5d86c6f90f
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
ACTIVE STRAIGHT LEG RAISE

1. Lie supine. Keeping the knees extended raise the feet up at a 90 degree angle to the body       
(mobility allowing)

2. Pull the toes up towards the shin

3. Set the core and push the lower back into the floor “ribs to hips”

4. Ensuring you keep the spine in neutral lower one leg to the floor then return

5. Avoid any external rotation of the leg

6. Regression - Use a rubber band to hold the non moving leg in the stretched position

7. Regression 2 - Hug the non active knee

8. Regression 3 - Place the non active foot flat on the ground (feet at 45 degrees)

HAMSTRING SWEEPS
1. Stand with the feet hip width apart

2. Keeping the knees together slide one foot anteriorly whilst bending the back knee and sending the 
hips back. The front leg should remain straight

3. Using the hands to lead the torso sweep from posterior to anterior to stretch the hamstring  
“scoop water off the floor”

4. Step through and repeat for the opposite leg

RUSSIAN WALKS
1. From a standing position draw one knee up to the chest

2. Keeping the “toes towards the nose” lead with the heel to extend the leg and draw it back to             
the ground

3. ”Scrape mud off the bottom of your feet on a door”

4. Alternate legs

HAMSTRING 15’S
1. Start with the feet in a sumo stance 

2. Hip hinge taking the hands to the floor. Find the point of tension and come out of it. Repeat 5 times

3. On completion of the 5th rep fully extend the hips then repeat the process going to the right and    
the left

4. Once all 15 reps are completed bring the feet in one foot width either side and repeat until the feet 
are touching

LIFT THE BAR
MOVEMENT PREPARTION

HAMSTRING#3
7654321

https://vimeo.com/175703432/3f9ce7e86d
https://vimeo.com/174911407/c029eb68f1
https://vimeo.com/174911461/5c71c8f0f3
https://vimeo.com/174911608/e5e441a090
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
FRANKENSTEIN’S

1. Stand in a hip to shoulder width stance

2. With a soft standing leg, set the core and look to prevent lumbar flexion

3. Kick through to contralateral hand 

4. Aim to kick a little higher each time but ensure the motion remains active and not passive

SUPPORTED SINGLE LEG RDL
1. Set up facing a box

2. With soft knees bend over placing the hands on the box

3. Maintaining a flat back take one leg straight back like a donkey kick

4. Maintain the flat lumbar and do not allow any rotation or frontal plane shifting

5. Do not allow the toes to rotate outwards

6. The stretch targeted the base leg

7. Bring the leg back down to the start position before repeating for the desired number of repetions

SINGLE LEG RDL WITH ANTERIOR REACH
ADVANCED

1. Stand on one leg “triangle foot”

2. To hip hinge reach forward with the hands and send the bum back towards the wall                          
“make yourself long”

3. Once the point of tension has been found on the hamstrings pull through the heel and squeeze the 
glutes to stand up tall

4. The non support leg should be extended posteriorly as a counter balance

5. Hips and shoulders should remain parallel with the floor “hot coffee on your lower back”

6. Change the reach to challenge the client once they get comfortable 

LIFT THE BAR
MOVEMENT PREPARTION

#3 HAMSTRING
CONTINUED

7654321

https://vimeo.com/174911357/e56de467b9
https://vimeo.com/174833919/46e5d45395
https://vimeo.com/174911138/10b2825ea5
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
KNEELING HIP CIRCLES

1. Start in a quadruped position

2. With the ribs pinned to the  hips take the hips through ever bigger circles

3. Work in both directions

HIP CIRCLES
1. Stand with the feet hip to shoulder width apart and hands on hips

2. Keep the knees extendedbut soft

3. Draw big circles using the hips ensuring the smoothest motion possible

4. Five reps one way before moving the other way

5. A band can be placed around the waist to make it more of an activation drill

WALL HIP FLEXOR MOBILISATION
1. Set up facing a wall in a kneeing split stance

2. Push the hip forward to stretch the hip flexors

3. Rear glute “on” to prevent hyperextension of the lumbar

4. Ribs remain pinned to the hips

5. Find the point of tension then come out of it

6. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions

WALL HIP FLEXOR MOBILISATION WITH 
KNEE FLEXION

1. Set up facing a wall in a kneeing split stance

2. If the client has very  tight quads support the  back leg on a foam roller (don’t grab the foot)

3. Engaging the anterior core take hold of the trailing leg

4. Rock forward towards the wall ensuring the ribs are pinned towards the hips 

5. As you pull the trail leg in rock the hip forward to hit the rectus femoris

6. Rear glute “on” to prevent hyperextension of the lumbar spine

LIFT THE BAR
MOVEMENT PREPARTION

HIP: ANTERIOR #4
7654321

https://vimeo.com/175702764/af1d2bbf00
https://vimeo.com/174831453/24d5dd0b0f
https://vimeo.com/174830663/5c0f4ee6a5
https://vimeo.com/174828017/51a3216821
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SINGLE LEG KNEE TO KNEE PULL-IN

1. Lie on your back

2. Bend one knee up to 90 degrees and place the foot flat on the floor just outside of shoulder width

3. Keep the abdominals contracted and the back flat to the ground

4. Rotate the knee inwards towards the ground

5. The pull should be felt in the outside of the hip not the knee

6. Move back to the start position before repeating

SUPINE KNEE TO KNEE PULL-IN
1. Lying supine place the feet flat on the floor, with a wider than shoulder width foot placement

2. Keeping the spine in neutral and the rib cage down drive the knees inwards towards each other 
(internally rotating the femur)

3. This should not be forced 

4. Due to structural differences in the female population this exercise should be used with caution as 
to not aggravate the knee

IN OUT SQUATS
1. Set up in a wider than shoulder width stance

2. Squat down allowing the knees to come together, rolling in on the feet, allowing the little toe to 
come off the floor

3. Descend slowly and in a controlled manner before returning to the start position

4. ROM shoud be built up slowly over time.

LIFT THE BAR
MOVEMENT PREPARTION

#4
7654321

HIP: LATERAL 

https://vimeo.com/174831614/7a25076b73
https://vimeo.com/174831812/204567944c
https://vimeo.com/174832317/1a23f7fb14
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SUPINE KNEE HUG

1. Start in a supine position with the feet flat on the floor. A  a towel may be used to support the    
lumbar spine

2. Draw the knee up to the chest but keep the glutes on the floor

3. Actively pull one knee up to the chest as you extend the other

4. Once extended actively drive the straight leg into the floor

5. Alternate reps between legs

6. Keep the torso long throughout the movement

STANDING KNEE TO CHEST
1. Start in a hip to shoulder width stance

2. Draw the knee up to the chest 

3. Take hold of the top of the shin (not the knee) and pull it into the chest

4. Avoid compensating by flexing at the lumber spine

5. Add extra hip extension by driving the hips forward as you pull the knee up

6. Come up onto toes if able to to promote some ankle mobility

SEATED GLUTE STRETCH
1. Start in a quadruped position

2. Bend the knee to 90 degress, externaly rotate the target leg and place the lateral aspect of the knee 
and ankle on the floor

3. Lean forward taking the other leg out to the back of the body and stretching the target glute

4. Find the tension and come out

5. Keep it dynamic by actively pressing the knee into the floor

6. Regress with a standing glute stretch or by placing the target leg on a box

DYNAMIC PIRIFORMIS
1. Set up in a  quadruped position. Knees under the hips and the hands under the shoulders

2. Externally rotate the right leg, pointing the foot to “7 o’clock” whilst  keeping the knee on the floor

3. Take the right arm wide but maintain a flat back position “don’t spill the coffee on your back”

4. Glide the right hip over to the side to stretch the external rotators

5. Repeat for the desired repetitions before changing sides

LIFT THE BAR
MOVEMENT PREPARTION

HIP: POSTERIOR #4
7654321

https://vimeo.com/174832108/2d2958ff1e
https://vimeo.com/174831928/14772674c7
https://vimeo.com/174832852/779230dfd8
https://vimeo.com/174832495/4738766046
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
DYNAMIC PIGEONS

1. Based on the Yoga pigeon pose (can be difficult to get into)

2. Set up in a  quadruped position. Knees under the hips, hands under the shoulders

3. Externally rotate the right knee by pointing the foot to “7 o’clock” and extend the leg back taking the 
knee off the floor 

4. Slide the foot back 45 degrees in this instance sending the left foot to  “5 o’clock”

5. Return to the start position and repeat for the desired number of repetitions

 HIP SWIVEL
1. Sit on the floor with the hands flat on the floor behind the body to keep the spine tall

2. Place the feet in a wider than shoulder width stance

3. Pivoting off the balls of the feet internally rotate the right hip whilst simultaneously externally 
rotating the left

4. Do not allow the right glute come of the floor

5. Keeping the balls of the feet in contact with the floor rotate the hips to the other side

6. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions

HIP SWIVEL WITH  HIP EXTENSION
1. From a seated position take hold of the top of the shins and rock backwards

2. As you roll forwards drop the knees to the side in a 90:90 position

3. Extend the hips coming up onto the knees and squeezing the glutes

4. Repeat, rolling the knees to the opposite side

FIRE HYDRANT CIRCLES
1. Starting in a quadruped position with one knee supported by a pad or foam block

2. Lift the knee of the target hip off the floor and pin the ankle to the hamstring (we only want 
movement from the hips)

3. Keeping the lower back flat “don’t spill the hot coffee on your back” draw ever bigger circles with 
the knee

4. Work in both directions before changing legs

LIFT THE BAR
MOVEMENT PREPARTION

#4
7654321

HIP: POSTERIOR
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/174832663/7c64572812
https://vimeo.com/174833276/2a3a50c5bb
https://vimeo.com/174833433/d52a28344a
https://vimeo.com/174833071/b697d374a2
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
FOAM ROLLER EXTENSION

1. Lie with you feet flat on the floor and a foam roller under the thoracic spine. Ensure that it is not 
placed at the lumbar or thoracolumbar junction

2. Place your hands behind your head and pull your elbows together. This places the neck in neutral 
and helps disengage the lats. However if the client lacks the mobility to get into this position place 
the palms together with the hands extended in front of the body

3. Ensure ribs are held together and posterior pelvic tilt is maintained via a full exhalation . We then 
extend through the thoracic spine without lumbar extension

4. To extend imagine trying to “pull your clavicle as far away from your ribs” as far possible

5. Start higher up the thoracic spine before moving down

6. 3-5 passes on one spot then move down 1-2 vertebrae

SEATED T-SPINE EXTENSION
1. Sit on a bench  or chair with the feet together

2. Ensure the feet are high enough to cause a slight rounding of the lower back .Use a step box or 
bumper plates if needed to elevate thefeet to promote the lumber flexion

3. Hands should be locked together behind the head with the elbows touching (if mobility allows)

4. Keep the lower back slightly rounded

5. Lift the elbows towards the ceiling, attempting to extend the upper back inahling as you do beofre 
returning to the start position

CAT-CAMEL 
1. Start in a quadruped position with the hands underneath the shoulders and the knees underneath 

the hips

2. Start with a neutral spine.

3. Initiate at the sacrum, flexing  up towards the thoracic spine and back “spill the water from your 
lower back”. A tennis ball can be used as a tactile cue with the client rolling it off their back

4. As you reach the thoracic spine protract the shoulders hard “reach”, and tuck the chin to the chest 
before reversing back down the spine

5. To reverse it’s “chin off chest, drop t-spine and drive the ribs to the floor, squeezing the shoulder 
blades together and looking up”

6. Work in a methodical manner and be patient with the current range of motion

LIFT THE BAR
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https://vimeo.com/175218146/2239226d40
https://vimeo.com/175218424/cd34eb1c19
https://vimeo.com/175254088/1e1e17a140
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
LUMBAR FOCUSED CAT-CAMEL

1. This exercise helps to teach your clients how to segmentalise their lumbar and thoracic spines

2. Start in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the shoulder

3. Place the elbows and forearms on the floor to “block “ the thoracic spine

4. Initiate the spinal flexion from the lumbar, rolling up each vertebrae before rolling back down

5. A tennis ball can be used as a tactile cue

THORACIC FOCUSED CAT-CAMEL
1. This exercise helps to teach your clients how to segmentalise their throacic spine from the lumbar

2. Start in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the shoulder

3. Sit back onto the heels and place the hands on the thighs to “block” the lumbar spine.

4. Initiate extension from the thoracic spine with a “helium balloon on the chest”

5. A tennis ball can be used as a tactile cue

6. Initally clients may struggle, be patient and consistent. Use tactile cues (touching) to help them 
initiate from the desired segment

BENCH THORACIC SPINE EXTENSION
1. Set up on the knees with the elbows on a bench and holding a pole with a supine grip , shoulder 

width apart

2. Straight line from the hips to the head

3. Ensure the elbows are out in front of the head and the back is perpendicular to the bench.

4. Rock back taking the bum to the heels, stretching the lats and  the long head of the triceps 

5. Maintain a neutral core posture “ribs to hips”. We do not want lumbar extension.

6. As you reach the bottom position flex the elbows and fully exhale, drawing down the rib cage to 
further extend the thoracic spine. Remain active in the shoulders

7. Go back to the start position and repeat

BENCH T-SPINE EXTENSION 2
1. Adopt a kneeing position facing a bench with the feet as wide as the hips

2. Take hold of the far lip of the bench and adopt a neutral head posture “make a double chin”

3. Take the bum down towards the ankles , maintaining a neutral 

4. Remain active throughout, press the bench or box away for serratus activation to protect the shoulders

5. Maintain a neutral core posture “ribs to hips”. We do not want lumbar extension.

6. To target on side place on hand on the floor

7. Push over to one side until the ear comes into contact with the bicep
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https://vimeo.com/175253737/0d88e5adbf
https://vimeo.com/175253553/c5381488b9
https://vimeo.com/175251610/35de399314
https://vimeo.com/175251921/ca538c33b4
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PRONE ACTIVE T-SPINE EXTENSION

1. Lie prone with the arms by your side at a 45 degree angle

2. Ensure the glutes are relaxed  helping to inhibit the erectors from taking over with lumbar extension

3. Raise the shoulders off the floor, making a double chin to prevent extension of the cervical spine

4. If the upper traps take over cue “reach your hands towards your toes”

5. To further inhibit the upper traps encourage the individual to “turn the head” giving cervical 
rotation and thoracic rotation

CAT STRETCH
1. Start in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands slightly wider than the 

shoulders

2. Sit back onto the heels allowing the head to come in line with the hands as you sink the chest 
towards the ground

3. Keep a neutral head posture with the ears inline with the biceps

4. Remain active in the shoulders pressing the “shoulders away from the ears”

5. Return to the start position before completing the next repetition

SEAL ROCKS
1. Start in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the shoulders

2. Externally rotate the the hands 30-45 degrees to reduce mobility demands at the wrist

3. Press the hips forward and down whilst raising the chest and depressing the scapular

4. Keep the ribs pinned to the hips and glutes active to protect the lumbar spine and bias thoracic 
spine extension

5. This exercise should be used conservatively for clients with a histroy of lower back pain

6. Reverse the movement by drawing the bum back onto the heels to provide thoracic flexion

7. Repeat in a controlled and rhythmical manner for the desired under of repetitions

DEEP SQUAT ACTIVE T-SPINE EXTENSION
1. Set up in a squat width stance with the back to the wall

2. Squat down into a deep squat  preventing lumber extension

3. Support the lower back against a wall if required to aid balance

4. Place the hands on the clavicles and extend through the thoracic spine, aiming to “take the clavicle 
away from the ribs” before returning back to the start
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https://vimeo.com/175250742/e0dabf57b5
https://vimeo.com/175251002/de4e9c4c51
https://vimeo.com/175254299/17335976cc
https://vimeo.com/175254550/cfd25a882e
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
DEEP SQUAT ACTIVE T-SPINE EXTENSION 2

1. Set up on a box

2. Take your squat stance gripping the floor big toe, little toe and heel

3. Take hold of the KB and squat down

4. The lumber should remain in neutral or slightly flexed as you work through flexion and extension of 
the toracic spine. Ensure the  weight of the KB does not pull you into passive flexion of the lumbar 
spine

LIFT THE BAR
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SIDE LYING WINDMILL 1

1. Lie on your side  with the legs in a 90:90 position and a foam roller between the legs 
(helps maintain a neutral spine)

2. Keeping the bottom arm on the floor rotate the torso with the aim of putting the top shoulder blade 
onto the floor

3. Eyes follow the hand

4. Full exhale at the end range

5. If they have a bad shoulder then place it across the body but the aim is to still get the shoulder blade 
onto the group

6. To pregress rotate onto a foam roller or block to limit ROM and minimise lumbar rotation

SIDE LYING WINDMILL 2
1. Lie on your side. Position a foam roller under the top leg and extend the bottom leg

2. Keeping the bottom arm on the floor rotate the torso with the aim of putting the top shoulder blade 
on the floor

3. Eyes follow the hand

4. Full exhale at the end range

5. If they have a bad shoulder then place it across the body but the aim is to still get the shoulder blade 
onto the ground but  always work in the client defined range of motion

SIDE LYING WINDMILL 3
1. Lie on your side with the knees in a 90:90 position

2. The movement is initiated by reaching forward with the top arm and then arching it round the head

3. Eyes follow the hand at all times

4. At end range give a full exhale

5. The goal is to reach the shoulder blade onto the floor but work in the client defiend range of motion

SHOULDER FRIENDLY WINDMILL
1. Lie on your side with the knees in a 90:90 position

2. Place the upperarm across the body taking hold of the latissimus dorsi

3. The movment is lead by the elbow

4. At end range give a full exhale

5. The goal is to reach the shoulder blade onto the floor but work in the client defined range of motion
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https://vimeo.com/175200452/04b4bbff03
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
QUADRUPED THORACIC ROTATIONS

1. Setup in a quadruped position, feet on the toes

2. Rock the hips back to “fix” the lumbar spine which then allows us to target rotation from the 
thoracic spine

3. Place one hand on the back of the head and grip the floor with other hand. The supporting hand 
should remain active, pressing into the ground

4. ”Eyes follow elbow” as you rotate through the thoracic spine

5. To increase difficultly drop the  base arm down to the elbow

QUADRUPED T-SPINE EXTENSION ROTATION WITH DOUBLE ADDUCTOR STRETCH
1. From a quadruped position take the knees wide to sink into a quadruped adductor stretch. The 

inside of the knees should be on the floor

2. Place the bum on the  heels to prevent lumbar rotation

3. Place a hand on the back of the head, support arm remains locked and active throughout “reach”

4. Take the elbow to the contralateral knee then rotate upwards taking the elbow as high as possible  
“eyes follow elbow”

5. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions before changing sides

QUADRUPED T-SPINE ROTATION WITH SINGLE LEG ADDUCTOR STRETCH
1. From a quadruped position take on leg out to the side on the body, extending the knee

2. Place the bum on heels to prevent lumbar rotation whist providing a good adductor stretch

3. Place a hand on the back on the head whilst the support arm remains locked and active  
(reaching into the ground)

4. Take the elbow to the contralateral knee then rotate upwards taking the elbow as high as possible  
“eyes follow elbow”

5. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions before changing sides

QUADRUPED ROTATION WITH INTERNAL ROTATION
1. Start in a quadruped position, knees under the hips, hands under the shoulders

2. Place the back of one of the hands on the lower back so the elbow and shoulder form a 90 degree 
angle (internal rotation)

3. Keep the lower back flat and perform your quadruped rotations
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https://vimeo.com/175199996/35e04430ad
https://vimeo.com/175200123/12afbc852a
https://vimeo.com/175200224/6de364ff64
https://vimeo.com/175200346/856b4682b7
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
QUADRUPED REACH THROUGH

1. Start in a quadruped position, knees under the hips, hands under the shoulders, hips remain neutral

2. Reach through with the arm to the contralateral hip 

3. Return to the start position before repeating the movement

4. All of the movement should come from the thoracic spine

3 POINT THORACIC ROTATION
1. This exercises challenges both mobility and stability

2. Start out with the hands on a bench in a press-up position

3. Glutes on, anterior core braced and head inline with the spine

4. Reach with the left hand in a circular motion “eyes follow hands”

5. Return the hand back to thestart position and repeat

HIP HINGE T-SPINE ROTATION
1. Start with the feet hip to shoulder width 

2. Keeping the back flat hip hinge into a bent over position. Torso at roughly 135 degrees

3. Externally rotate the shoulders, palms facing away from the body

4. Abduct the left arm to aid thoracic rotation , right arm remains in place  “eyes follow the                
moving hand”

5. Return back to the start position before repeating on the other side

DEEP SQUAT THORACIC ROTATION
ADVANCED

1. Lower into a deep squat position

2. Use the right elbow to “block” the right knee and prevent valgus

3. Leading with the left elbow rotate from the thoracic spine “eyes follow the elbow”

4. Once all repetitions are complete use the left elbow to block the left knee and rotate to the right
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https://vimeo.com/175200599/b597188ee7
https://vimeo.com/175546859/93feabea1a
https://vimeo.com/175200710/da2a820ea5
https://vimeo.com/175200794/bf42e227ed
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PRONE A STRETCH

1. Lie prone with arms extended to 45 degree angle from the body

2. Rotating the torso the aim is to place the anterior shoulder on the floor whilst resisting anterior 
humeral glide. The head faces away from the target arm

3. The target arm should remain active, pressing the fingers, hands, forearm, pit of the elbow, biceps 
and shoulder into the floor

4. Return to the start position before completing a repetition on the opposite side

PRONE T  STRETCH 
1. Lie prone with arms extended to 90 degrees from the body

2. Rotating the torso the aim is to place the anterior shoulder on the floor whilst resisting anterior 
humeral glide. The head faces away from the target arm

3. The target arm should remain active, pressing the fingers, hands, forearm, pit of the elbow, biceps 
and shoulder into the floor

4. Return to the start position before completing a repetition on the opposite side

5. This can be regressed by starting in a quadruped position on the knees

PRONE Y STRETCH
1. Lie prone with arms extended to 135 degrees from the body

2. Rotating the torso the aim is to place the anterior shoulder on the floor whilst resisting anterior 
humeral glide. The head faces away from the target arm

3. The target arm should remain active, pressing the fingers, hands, forearm, pit of the elbow, biceps 
and shoulder into the floor

4. Return to the start position before completing a repetition on the opposite side

5. This can be regressed by starting in a quadruped position on the knees

BENT ARM PRONE REP
1. Lie prone with arm placed in a 90:90 position at the side of the body and the palms facing down

2. Rotating the torso the aim is to place the anterior shoulder on the floor whilst resisting anterior 
humeral glide. The head faces away from the target arm

3. The target arm should remain active, pressing the fingers, hands, forearm, pit of the elbow, biceps 
and shoulder into the floor

4. Return to the start position before completing a repetition on the opposite side

5. This movement should be slow and controlled as this open pact position can place the shoulder in a 
delicate position if done with  momentum

LIFT THE BAR
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https://vimeo.com/175338580/d62c2b4adf
https://vimeo.com/175338759/07b6c4c6a8
https://vimeo.com/175355312/a044dcf208
https://vimeo.com/175703035/dc008f0baf
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PRONE CAPSULE STRETCH

1. Lying prone take the target arm across the body placing the back of the shoulder, triceps, elbow, 
forearm and the back of the hand on the floor

2. Sink the opposite shoulder towards the floor to increase the stretch

3. Find the point of tension before actively pressing back out to the start position

4. This exercise can also be held statically

KNEELING SIDE-TO-SIDE CHEST STRETCH 
1. Starting in a quadruped position on the knees with arms extended to 90 degrees from the body

2. Rotating the torso the aim is to place the anterior shoulder on the floor whilst resisting anterior 
humeral glide. The head faces away from the target arm

3. The target arm should remain active, pressing the fingers, hands, forearm, pit of the elbow, biceps 
and shoulder into the floor

4. Return to the start position before completing a repetition on the opposite side

GERMAN ARM SWING
1. Stand in a hip width stance

2. Swing the arms alternating side to side with one arm going behind the back of the head and the 
other across the body

3. To open up the shoulder aim to keep the upper elbow inline with the body, fighting to prevent it 
falling forward

4. This should be a relaxed and fluid motion

5. As we swing we are looking to keep the pelvis and shoulders pointing straight ahead, resisting  
any rotation

STANDING ARM SWINGS
1. Stand in a hip to shoulder width position

2. Take the hands backwards in a circular motion “paint a circle as large as you can”

3. Use hip drive in synchronization with the arm circles

4. Perform in a forwards backwards direction
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hhttps://vimeo.com/175501992/78638dc17f
https://vimeo.com/175360894/a2910c1e17
https://vimeo.com/175254673/75e15b764d
https://vimeo.com/175423089/aa8ea172b7
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
CONTROLLED ARTICULAR ROTATIONS 
CAR’S

1. Stand with the feet hip to shoulder width apart

2. Brace the entire body except the target shoulder

3. The goal is to paint the biggest circle possible whilst keeping the arm close to the body “in a narrow 
corridor” at all times. Setting up adjacent to a wall can act as a tactile cue

4. When shoulder flexion is maxed out the client externally rotates the shoulder and continues around 
to the start position, leading with the little finger

5. This should be done in both directions and can be done under varying amounts of “tension”

6. The goal is to minimise movement from any other joints  other than the target shoulder

SHOULDER TWISTS
1. Start up with the feet shoulder width apart, or slightly wider

2. Arms held out straight at shoulder height ,one supinated one pronated

3. Turn the body to look at the supinated hand

4. When you turn the body to face the other arm each hand will switch from supination to pronation 
and visa versa

5. Try to rotate the wrist first followed by the elbow and finally the glenohumeral joint

TABLE TOPS
1. Start in a seated position with the feet flat on the floor in a shoulder width stance

2. Place the hands on the floor behind you with the fingers pointing away from the toes

3. Bridge up squeezing the glutes to form a straight line from the knees to the shoulders. In this 
position the hands shoulder be under the shoulders and the ankles stacked below the knees.

4. The head  should be kept neutral with shoulder blades retracted whilst externally rotating the 
shoulders

5. This position is held statically for 10-30 seconds

6. To regress the exercise raise the hands onto a box of bench, making the torso more vertical and not 
fully extending the hips
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https://vimeo.com/175361264/5c34161e3b
https://vimeo.com/175355162/9b5095edcd
https://vimeo.com/175501855/02dcc125d2
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
TABLE ROCKS

1. This is the dynamic variant of the table top

2. Start in a seated position with the feet flat on the floor in a shoulder width stance

3. Place the hands on the floor behind you with the fingers pointing away from the toes

4. Bridge up squeezing the glutes  to form a straight line from the knees to the shoulders.  In this 
position the hands shoulder be under the shoulders and the ankles stacked below the knees

5. Keeping the head in neutral retract the shoulder blades whilst externally rotating the shoulders

6. Hold for a second before lowering back down to the seated start position

7. To regress the exercise raise the hands onto a box or bench, making the torso more vertical and not 
fully extending the hips

TWISTING TABLE TOPS 
1. This is the progression of the table rocks

2. From a quadruped position, hands under shoulders and with bent knees, take the left foot across 
the right leg whilst  bringing the right arm off the floor and rotating the torso

3. The support arm remains active pressing into the floor “reach”, extend the hips and reach long with the  
non-support arm

4. Hold for a second before returning to the start position and performing on the other side

OVERHAND DISLOCATES
1. Stand in a shoulder width stance

2. Take hold of a band or stick in an overhand grip

3. Hip hinge to a torso angle of 135 degrees

4. Keeping the ribs pinned down raise the band or stick into full shoulder flexion and over the head 
into extension. The elbows should remain locked throughout

5. Reverse the process back to the start position looking to avoid compensations by breaking at  
the wrists

6. The narrower the grip the greater the mobility demands
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https://vimeo.com/175425279/91e96399f2
https://vimeo.com/175502149/39bd11155f
https://vimeo.com/175502542/8d56d79aa1
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
HIP HINGE  OVERHAND DISLOCATES

1. Stand in a shoulder width stance

2. Take hold of a band or stick in an overhand grip

3. Hip hinge to a torso angle of 135 degrees

4. Keeping the ribs pinned down raise the band or stick into full shoulder flexion and over the head 
into extension. The elbows should remain locked throughout

5. Reverse the process back to the start position looking to avoid compensations by breaking at  
the wrists

6. The narrower the grip the greater the mobility demands

PRONE OVERHAND DISLOCATES
1. Lie prone on the floor

2. With the arms extended overhead,  take hold of a band or stick in an overhand grip

3. Keeping the ribs pinned down, the head in neutral and the arms locked, take the band or stick 
towards the glutes

4. Reverse the process back to the start position looking to avoid compensations by breaking at  
the wrists

5. The narrower the grip the greater the mobility demands
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https://vimeo.com/175502937/0dacd48bd2
https://vimeo.com/175502314/5b539831b8
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BY FAILING TO PREPARE, 
YOU ARE PREPARING TO FAIL

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
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7654321

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PRAYER STRETCH

1. Place the palms together roughly at face level with the fingers pointing straight up

2. Keeping the palms in contact, lower the hands allowing the elbows to come apart

3. Push the palms together as you lower the hands

4. As the hands get lower than the elbows the palm may separate slightly

5. Once you reach the end of your range push the hands back up towards the ceiling as you pull the  
elbows together

REVERSE PRAYER STRETCH
1. Start by placing the back of the hands together with the fingers pointing straight towards  

the ground

2. As you pull the hands upwards the elbows will begin to flare out 

3. Once the wrists are in line with the elbows squeeze the elbows inwards as you continue to pull the  
wrists upwards

4. Try to gain a little more ROM with each rep

GST WRIST PREP
1. Start in a quadruped position, hands under the shoulders with extended elbows and fingers  

facing forward

2. Gripping the floor extend the hips pressing the shoulders forwards of the hands whilst keeping the 
heel of the hands on the floor

3. Hold the point of tension for a second before pressing the hands fingers into the ground back to the  
start position

4. Perform 10 repetitions

5. Repeat for the other three wrist positions

WRIST ROLL
1. Place the palms together and interlock the fingers

2. Roll the wrist in large fluid figure of 8’s

3. The palms should remain in contact

4. Do not squeeze the hands too tight

5. Once you have performed the rolls in one direction repeat in the opposite direction
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7654321

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
ASCENDING / DESCENDING WRIST ROLL

1. This is a variation on the wrist roll

2. Place the palms together and interlock the fingers

3. Start with the elbows out

4. As you roll the wrists bring the elbows closer together, sending the fists higher

5. On the way back down take the elbows apart to lower the fists (the palms may come apart in this  
bottom position)

6. The wrists should be rolled throughout the entire movement

WRIST WAVE
1. Start by interlocking the fingers, palms together and the elbows out to the side

2. Begin the wave by flexing one of the wrists and letting it flow through to the other wrist all the way 
down to the other elbow

3. Go back to the opposite elbow (original elbow) to start the next wave

4. Once the desired time is performed (30-60 sec) repeat the wave in the opposite direction . One side 
will feel easier than the other

WRIST PRESS-UPS
1. Start in a quadruped position, hands under the shoulders with extended elbows the back of the 

fingers on the floor

2. As you lower into the press-up place the back of the hands onto the floor, flexing the elbow

3. Press back up to the start position raising the backs of the hands off the floor

4. To progress bring the hips forward or start in a full press-up position

5. To pregress perform the exericse standing with the hands against a wall

FIRST KNUCKLE PRESS-UP
1. Start in a quadruped position with the hands underneath the shoulders

2. Keeping the fingers and first knuckle on the floor press the heel of the hand off the floor

3. Hold for a second before lowering under control back to the start

4. Elbows should remain locked, be vigilant for hypermobile elbows

5. To progress bring the hips forward or start in a full press-up position

6. To pregress perform the exericse standing with the hands against a wall
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https://vimeo.com/175503110/9c7acf0d4f
https://vimeo.com/175503300/69561985df
https://vimeo.com/175527692/d0b6dc7c9a
https://vimeo.com/175527878/6a81c42c81
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7654321

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
FINGER PRESS-UPS

1. Start in a quadruped position with the hands underneath the shoulders

2. Keeping the fingers straight press-up with the middle three fingers to raise the entire hand off  
the floor

3. Hold for a second before lowering under control back to the start

4. Elbows should remain locked, be vigilant for those with hypermobile elbows

5. To progress bring the hips forward or start in a full press-up position

6. To pregress perform the exericse standing with the hands against a wall

WRIST ROCKS
1. Start in a quadruped position with the hands underneath the shoulders

2. The hands should be placed on their knuckles with the hands in neutral (palms facing each other)

3. Externally rotate the shoulders so the pit of the elbow faces forwards

4. Elbows should remain locked, be vigilant for those with hypermobile elbows

5. Rock the body weight forwards coming onto the first knuckle before bending the elbows and 
rocking back onto the knuckle of the little finger

6. To progress bring the hips forward or start in a full press-up position

7. To pregress perform the exericse standing with the hands against a wall
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COMING SOON...
INTERGRATED MOBILITY

ACTIVIATION
PRIME

AND PATTERN SECTIONS. 


